
Common Concerns: 

 

Pencil grip: the grip used by young  children will improve 

as their control develops. Do not worry at this stage. 

 

Back to front letters: most children reverse letters 

early on as they are relying on their memory. These nor-

mally get corrected  as they become readers. 

 

Left handed children: children develop a preference  of 

which hand to use at 3 or 4 years.  Writing with the left 

hand is fine if that is what your child finds easier. 

 

Spelling becomes accurate as children learn to read. Do 

not worry about        spellings at this stage. 

 

Not interested children: it must be fun! Try  water, 

paintbrushes, and “real” things to encourage them. 

How to help your child learn: 

 

∗ Explore and investigate with them 

∗ play with them. 

∗ Encourage them to have a go,  its ok to make 

mistakes. 

∗ Make sure they are interested and “in the 

mood.” 

∗ Provide paper, crayons, chalks, paints, pens! 

∗ Join in with them making marks. 

∗ keep writing big. 

 

 

 

 

Mark Making at Camborne 

Nursery School 

Did you Know? 

 

When they run, jump and climb they are 

building muscles for good writing later on. 

 



Starting the Journey to Write 

Children’s writing develops gradually, be-

ginning with making marks from exploring 

water, paint, sand and food– not forming 

letters. The first sign that children are 

interested in mark making comes when 

they start to form circles or lines using 

food, thick crayons, paint brushes or pen-

cils. 

 

Next Steps  

As the marks develop more meaning to 

the child, they may start to talk about 

what they have drawn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They start to tell the difference be-

tween writing they see and pictures in a 

book and may start  “pretend writing “ 

making shopping lists, cards and lists. 

Most children start to write their own 

name first. It  is the word that has the 

most meaning to them. It can contain 

some marks that look similar, could be 

backwards, or some letters in the wrong 

order– but is a massive developmental 

step to them. 

As children recognise the sounds of let-

ters  and shapes they make, they start to 

have more meaning to them.  They use this 

knowledge to start to sound out words and 

have a go at writing them down– sound by 

sound. 

Some words can be spelt incorrectly at 

first– try not to correct them as it can 

stop them from having a go at writing new 

words. 

By the age of 8, most children know what 

they want to write and are able to write 

quite well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


